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REACH Compliance 

 
In June 2007, the European Union Regulation (EC) 1907/2006 concerning the Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) entered into force. Teledyne 
Storm Microwave (TSM) supports in full the directive’s aim at improving the protection of 
human health and the environment through the better and earlier identification of the intrinsic 
properties of chemical substances. 
 

The regulation establishes specific duties and obligations on companies in the European 
Union (EU) that manufacture or import substances on their own, in preparations, or in articles. 

• Under the structure of the REACH Regulation, Teledyne Storm Microwave is a supplier 
of “articles” to our customers. We do not manufacture or supply “substances” or 
“preparations” and our processes do not involve the “intentional release of substances.” 
Substances contained in articles must be registered only if they are intended to be 
released under normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions of use. The substances 
contained in electronic components are usually not intended to be released, and 
therefore TSM does not intend to register any substances. 

• Articles that contain SVHCs above the concentration limit of 0.1 % on an article level, 
downstream users must be informed about these substances, even if the chemical 
substance will not be released under normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions of 
use. Teledyne Storm Microwave does recognize procured electronic sub-components 
may contain SVHC substances above the applicable threshold (0.1%).  Thus, we do 
require suppliers to disclose this information, so we can provide accurate SVHC 
declarations to our customers when applicable. Please note that we do not routinely 
test for these materials.  

• Any information supplied by Teledyne Storm Microwave in relation to SVHCs is 
provided “as is” according to information given by the Manufacturers of the articles, 
without any warranty whatsoever, such as all warranties implied in law, including the 
warranties of merchantability and suitability for a particular purpose. Use of data is at 
Customer’s sole risk. 

• Teledyne Storm Microwave is constantly monitoring the substances of very high concern 
(SVHC), as defined by REACH with our supplier base. This will be an on-going process 
since the complete list of SVHCs will be released in stages. 

• Customers are encouraged to visit the following site to get the most up to date 
information on the most current list of SVHCs under REACH: 

   http://echa.europa.eu/chem_data/authorisation_process/candidate_list_table_en.asp 
 
We take our commitments to our customers and our environment seriously and will always 
strive to communicate any concerns that we have with new and proposed regulations, whether 
here in the United States or throughout the world. We understand that we are a value-added 
service and will assist you in your efforts at compliance as well as waste/pollution minimization. 
We understand how precious our environment is and will work diligently with all of our current 
and proposed customers to ensure that we meet or exceed standards put in place to protect 
the environment. 
 

Be assured that your business is greatly valued by Teledyne Storm Microwave and that we will 
do everything within our power to provide you with the highest level of service and support. 
 

For further information or clarification, feel free to contact us.       March 2020 


